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Background and Motivation

How to discriminate between 
truth and falsehood? 

Authentic Statement

Fake Statement

Our Goal
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Task and Dataset

Task Formalization:

Evaluation:

Input: c (claim);P (evidence set)
<latexit sha1_base64="ruYsc9aQ4LwiGSkZpKjE+0kkyok=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruYsc9aQ4LwiGSkZpKjE+0kkyok=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruYsc9aQ4LwiGSkZpKjE+0kkyok=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ruYsc9aQ4LwiGSkZpKjE+0kkyok=">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</latexit>

Output: ŷ (predicted label); Ê (predicted evidence set)
<latexit sha1_base64="z+SF0qaevHYZDREYJpXhfrDh+ro=">AAACp3icbVFda9swFJXdfXTeV9Y97kUsCzQwil0GKyuFslHY9tKMNWkgDuFavmlE5Y9K12XG+K/tR+xt/2ZybLqtzQXB0bnnXElHUa6kId//7bhb9+4/eLj9yHv85Omz570XOxOTFVrgWGQq09MIDCqZ4pgkKZzmGiGJFJ5Hl5+a/vk1aiOz9IzKHOcJXKRyKQWQpRa9n4OQ8AdVX9K8oA+8Frzd812hQCbD+pCPbii8ljGmArlBGtbeIAy9tnVaUGsPV0BVWd847F1iKQhjriBC1YxbS042STaMH3QDj8q3f42miKwCr/iJt+j1/T1/XfwuCDrQZ12NFr1fYZyJIsGU7AON mQV+TvMKNEmhsPbCwmAO4hIucGZhCgmaebXOueYDy8R8mWm7UuJr9l9HBYkxZRJZZQK0Mrd7DbmpNytoeTCvZPMHNoD2oGWhOGW8+TQeS42CVGkBCC3tXblYgQYbmzZNCMHtJ98Fk/29wOJv7/rHH7s4ttkr9prtsoC9Z8fsMxuxMRPOG+er8905c4fuqTtxp63UdTrPS/ZfufAHdbzPCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+SF0qaevHYZDREYJpXhfrDh+ro=">AAACp3icbVFda9swFJXdfXTeV9Y97kUsCzQwil0GKyuFslHY9tKMNWkgDuFavmlE5Y9K12XG+K/tR+xt/2ZybLqtzQXB0bnnXElHUa6kId//7bhb9+4/eLj9yHv85Omz570XOxOTFVrgWGQq09MIDCqZ4pgkKZzmGiGJFJ5Hl5+a/vk1aiOz9IzKHOcJXKRyKQWQpRa9n4OQ8AdVX9K8oA+8Frzd812hQCbD+pCPbii8ljGmArlBGtbeIAy9tnVaUGsPV0BVWd847F1iKQhjriBC1YxbS042STaMH3QDj8q3f42miKwCr/iJt+j1/T1/XfwuCDrQZ12NFr1fYZyJIsGU7AON mQV+TvMKNEmhsPbCwmAO4hIucGZhCgmaebXOueYDy8R8mWm7UuJr9l9HBYkxZRJZZQK0Mrd7DbmpNytoeTCvZPMHNoD2oGWhOGW8+TQeS42CVGkBCC3tXblYgQYbmzZNCMHtJ98Fk/29wOJv7/rHH7s4ttkr9prtsoC9Z8fsMxuxMRPOG+er8905c4fuqTtxp63UdTrPS/ZfufAHdbzPCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+SF0qaevHYZDREYJpXhfrDh+ro=">AAACp3icbVFda9swFJXdfXTeV9Y97kUsCzQwil0GKyuFslHY9tKMNWkgDuFavmlE5Y9K12XG+K/tR+xt/2ZybLqtzQXB0bnnXElHUa6kId//7bhb9+4/eLj9yHv85Omz570XOxOTFVrgWGQq09MIDCqZ4pgkKZzmGiGJFJ5Hl5+a/vk1aiOz9IzKHOcJXKRyKQWQpRa9n4OQ8AdVX9K8oA+8Frzd812hQCbD+pCPbii8ljGmArlBGtbeIAy9tnVaUGsPV0BVWd847F1iKQhjriBC1YxbS042STaMH3QDj8q3f42miKwCr/iJt+j1/T1/XfwuCDrQZ12NFr1fYZyJIsGU7AON mQV+TvMKNEmhsPbCwmAO4hIucGZhCgmaebXOueYDy8R8mWm7UuJr9l9HBYkxZRJZZQK0Mrd7DbmpNytoeTCvZPMHNoD2oGWhOGW8+TQeS42CVGkBCC3tXblYgQYbmzZNCMHtJ98Fk/29wOJv7/rHH7s4ttkr9prtsoC9Z8fsMxuxMRPOG+er8905c4fuqTtxp63UdTrPS/ZfufAHdbzPCQ==</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="z+SF0qaevHYZDREYJpXhfrDh+ro=">AAACp3icbVFda9swFJXdfXTeV9Y97kUsCzQwil0GKyuFslHY9tKMNWkgDuFavmlE5Y9K12XG+K/tR+xt/2ZybLqtzQXB0bnnXElHUa6kId//7bhb9+4/eLj9yHv85Omz570XOxOTFVrgWGQq09MIDCqZ4pgkKZzmGiGJFJ5Hl5+a/vk1aiOz9IzKHOcJXKRyKQWQpRa9n4OQ8AdVX9K8oA+8Frzd812hQCbD+pCPbii8ljGmArlBGtbeIAy9tnVaUGsPV0BVWd847F1iKQhjriBC1YxbS042STaMH3QDj8q3f42miKwCr/iJt+j1/T1/XfwuCDrQZ12NFr1fYZyJIsGU7AON mQV+TvMKNEmhsPbCwmAO4hIucGZhCgmaebXOueYDy8R8mWm7UuJr9l9HBYkxZRJZZQK0Mrd7DbmpNytoeTCvZPMHNoD2oGWhOGW8+TQeS42CVGkBCC3tXblYgQYbmzZNCMHtJ98Fk/29wOJv7/rHH7s4ttkr9prtsoC9Z8fsMxuxMRPOG+er8905c4fuqTtxp63UdTrPS/ZfufAHdbzPCQ==</latexit>

y = ŷ, E ✓ Ê
<latexit sha1_base64="7/CGXDZm+jc+hQ8EQBrQPIRvFW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/CGXDZm+jc+hQ8EQBrQPIRvFW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/CGXDZm+jc+hQ8EQBrQPIRvFW8=">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</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="7/CGXDZm+jc+hQ8EQBrQPIRvFW8=">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</latexit>

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018]
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Task and Dataset

3 Subtasks:
(1)Document Retrieval
(2)Sentence Selection
(3)Claim Verification

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018]
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Neural Semantic Matching Network (NSMN)

biLSTMbiLSTM

biLSTMbiLSTM

�<latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bAkkbEl03guOpKxaw852WIiTMiA=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOygtMW2qFkMpk2NJMMyZ1CGfoMblwo4ku5821MfxbaeiDwcU5C7j1xLoVF3//2Kju7e/sH1cPaUf345LRxVu9YXRjGQ6alNr2YWi6F4iEKlLyXG06zWPJuPHlY5N0pN1Zo9YyznEcZHSmRCkbRWeFAJxqHjabf8pci2xCsoQlrtYeNr0GiWZFxhUxSa/uBn2NUUoOCST6vDQrLc8omdMT7DhXNuI3K5bBzcuWchKTauKOQLN3fL0qaWTvLYnczozi2m9nC/C/rF5jeRaVQeYFcsdVHaSEJarLYnCTCcIZy5oAyI9yshI2poQxdPzVXQrC58jZ0blqB4ycfqnABl3ANAdzCPTxCG0JgIOAF3uDdU96r97Gqq+KtezuHP/I+fwDEHI1n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="bAkkbEl03guOpKxaw852WIiTMiA=">AAAB4XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L9aq1a3boJFcFVm3OhScOOygtMW2qFkMpk2NJMMyZ1CGfoMblwo4ku5821MfxbaeiDwcU5C7j1xLoVF3//2Kju7e/sH1cPaUf345LRxVu9YXRjGQ6alNr2YWi6F4iEKlLyXG06zWPJuPHlY5N0pN1Zo9YyznEcZHSmRCkbRWeFAJxqHjabf8pci2xCsoQlrtYeNr0GiWZFxhUxSa/uBn2NUUoOCST6vDQrLc8omdMT7DhXNuI3K5bBzcuWchKTauKOQLN3fL0qaWTvLYnczozi2m9nC/C/rF5jeRaVQeYFcsdVHaSEJarLYnCTCcIZy5oAyI9yshI2poQxdPzVXQrC58jZ0blqB4ycfqnABl3ANAdzCPTxCG0JgIOAF3uDdU96r97Gqq+KtezuHP/I+fwDEHI1n</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="ljutsndPrFqwAgHugZdABls/IFw=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJFz0WvXisYNpCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3KxubW9k51t7a3f3B4VD8+6RiVa8oCqoTSvYgYJrhkAXIUrJdpRtJIsG40uZvXu09MG67kI04zFqZkJHnCKUFrBQMVKxzWG17TW8hdB7+EBpRqD+tfg1jRPGUSqSDG9H0vw7AgGjkVbFYb5IZlhE7IiPUtSpIyExaLZWfuhXViN1HaPonuwv09UZDUmGka2c6U4Nis1ubmf7V+jslNWHCZ5cgkXX6U5MJF5c4vd2OuGUUxtUCo5nZXl46JJhRtPjUbgr968jp0rpq+5Qev0bot46jCGZzDJfhwDS24hzYEQIHDM7zCmyOdF+fd+Vi2Vpxy5hT+yPn8Aeogjro=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit><latexit sha1_base64="/+kMrQkGTB66pD2XR/mp3loOeoA=">AAAB7HicbZBNS8NAEIYn9avWr6pHL8EieCqJCHosevFYwdRCG8pms2mXbnbD7kQoob/BiwdFvPqDvPlv3LY5aOsLCw/vzLAzb5QJbtDzvp3K2vrG5lZ1u7azu7d/UD886hiVa8oCqoTS3YgYJrhkAXIUrJtpRtJIsMdofDurPz4xbbiSDzjJWJiSoeQJpwStFfRVrHBQb3hNby53FfwSGlCqPah/9WNF85RJpIIY0/O9DMOCaORUsGmtnxuWETomQ9azKEnKTFjMl526Z9aJ3URp+yS6c/f3REFSYyZpZDtTgiOzXJuZ/9V6OSbXYcFlliOTdPFRkgsXlTu73I25ZhTFxAKhmttdXToimlC0+dRsCP7yyavQuWj6lu8vG62bMo4qnMApnIMPV9CCO2hDABQ4PMMrvDnSeXHenY9Fa8UpZ47hj5zPH+tgjr4=</latexit>
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<latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="ck8pdC+ekZH4nUmSP+ZG7r8lEyk=">AAAB2XicbZDNSgMxFIXv1L86Vq1rN8EiuCozbnQpuHFZwbZCO5RM5k4bmskMyR2hDH0BF25EfC93vo3pz0JbDwQ+zknIvSculLQUBN9ebWd3b/+gfugfNfzjk9Nmo2fz0gjsilzl5jnmFpXU2CVJCp8LgzyLFfbj6f0i77+gsTLXTzQrMMr4WMtUCk7O6oyaraAdLMW2IVxDC9YaNb+GSS7KDDUJxa0dhEFBUcUNSaFw7g9LiwUXUz7GgUPNM7RRtRxzzi6dk7A0N+5oYkv394uKZ9bOstjdzDhN7Ga2MP/LBiWlt1EldVESarH6KC0Vo5wtdmaJNChIzRxwYaSblYkJN1yQa8Z3HYSbG29D77odOn4MoA7ncAFXEMIN3MEDdKALAhJ4hXdv4r15H6uuat66tDP4I+/zBzjGijg=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="Q8umqXXbpazeQlmv1vgxtfAzdc4=">AAAB43icbZBNSwMxEIZn61etVatXL8EieCq7XvQoePFYwbZCu5RsOm1Ds8mSzApl6Y/w4kER/5M3/43px0FbBwYe3jdhZt4kU9JRGH4Hpa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbadya3AljDK2KeEO1RSY4skKXzKLPI0UdhJJndzv/OM1kmjH2maYZzykZZDKTh5qdMzJFN0/Vo9bISLYpsQraAOq2r2a1+9gRF5ipqE4s51ozCjuOCWpFA4q/RyhxkXEz7CrkfN/ZC4WKw7YxdeGbChsb41sYX6+0fBU+emaeJfppzGbt2bi/953ZyGN3EhdZYTarEcNMwVI8Pmt7OBtChITT1wYaXflYkxt1yQT6jiQ4jWT96E9lUj8vwQQhnO4BwuIYJruIV7aEILBEzgBd7gPciC1+BjGVcpWOV2Cn8q+PwBVMCOVA==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="Q8umqXXbpazeQlmv1vgxtfAzdc4=">AAAB43icbZBNSwMxEIZn61etVatXL8EieCq7XvQoePFYwbZCu5RsOm1Ds8mSzApl6Y/w4kER/5M3/43px0FbBwYe3jdhZt4kU9JRGH4Hpa3tnd298n7loHp4dFw7qbadya3AljDK2KeEO1RSY4skKXzKLPI0UdhJJndzv/OM1kmjH2maYZzykZZDKTh5qdMzJFN0/Vo9bISLYpsQraAOq2r2a1+9gRF5ipqE4s51ozCjuOCWpFA4q/RyhxkXEz7CrkfN/ZC4WKw7YxdeGbChsb41sYX6+0fBU+emaeJfppzGbt2bi/953ZyGN3EhdZYTarEcNMwVI8Pmt7OBtChITT1wYaXflYkxt1yQT6jiQ4jWT96E9lUj8vwQQhnO4BwuIYJruIV7aEILBEzgBd7gPciC1+BjGVcpWOV2Cn8q+PwBVMCOVA==</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="Yj7ZSdvYwpdDvkuFaEa6cW7EdYU=">AAAB7nicbVA9SwNBEJ2LXzF+RS1tFoNgFe5stAzaWEYwH5AcYW+zlyzZ2z1254Rw5EfYWChi6++x89+4Sa7QxAcDj/dmmJkXpVJY9P1vr7SxubW9U96t7O0fHB5Vj0/aVmeG8RbTUptuRC2XQvEWCpS8mxpOk0jyTjS5m/udJ26s0OoRpykPEzpSIhaMopM6fY0i4XZQrfl1fwGyToKC1KBAc1D96g81yxKukElqbS/wUwxzalAwyWeVfmZ5StmEjnjPUUXdkjBfnDsjF04ZklgbVwrJQv09kdPE2mkSuc6E4tiuenPxP6+XYXwT5kKlGXLFloviTBLUZP47GQrDGcqpI5QZ4W4lbEwNZegSqrgQgtWX10n7qh44/uDXGrdFHGU4g3O4hACuoQH30IQWMJjAM7zCm5d6L96797FsLXnFzCn8gff5A4Stj6k=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit> <latexit sha1_base64="4aE/3WHUUcZjpVcV2STaX0geceE=">AAAB7nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBA8hV0R9Bj04jGCeUCyhNnJbDJkdmaZ6RXCko/w4kERr36PN//GSbIHTSxoKKq66e6KUiks+v63t7a+sbm1Xdop7+7tHxxWjo5bVmeG8SbTUptORC2XQvEmCpS8kxpOk0jydjS+m/ntJ26s0OoRJykPEzpUIhaMopPaPY0i4bZfqfo1fw6ySoKCVKFAo1/56g00yxKukElqbTfwUwxzalAwyaflXmZ5StmYDnnXUUXdkjCfnzsl504ZkFgbVwrJXP09kdPE2kkSuc6E4sguezPxP6+bYXwT5kKlGXLFFoviTBLUZPY7GQjDGcqJI5QZ4W4lbEQNZegSKrsQguWXV0nrshY4/nBVrd8WcZTgFM7gAgK4hjrcQwOawGAMz/AKb17qvXjv3seidc0rZk7gD7zPH4Xtj60=</latexit>

Input Layer

Alignment Layer

Match Layer

Output Layer

Text input (word vec)

Prediction

MaxPooling MaxPooling

Text input (word vec)

[Nie and Bansal, EMNLP RepEval 2017]
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Document Retrieval

claimclaim

Input

Keyword Matching claimclaim
NSMN

for Documents
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Sorting

Filtering
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Sentence Selection

Input

NSMN
for Sentences

(Relatedness score, Normalized score)

claimclaim

Sorting Filtering
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Claim Verification

Input
(3.345, 0.998)

(3.233, 0.930)

(1.232, 0.901)
(2.315, 0.896)

0.998 0.930 0.896 0.901

claimclaim
NSMN

for Verification

{ S, R, NEI }

WordNet

Upstream Relatedness Score

WordNet is used as additional token-level indicator features.

Every input token has a wordnet feature vector.

If any related word (antonyms synonyms, homonyms, etc.) 
of the current token appeared in the other sequence, the 
wordnet indicator of the current token will be fired.
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System Overview

Document
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(-1.020, 0.003)

PageView
(Optional)

WordNet

(0.517, 0.876)

(0.285, 0.744)

(-4.372, 8.8e-05)

NSMN
for Documents

(Relatedness score, Normalized score)

Filtering & Ranking

Filtering & Ranking

Selected 
Documents

claimclaimclaimclaim
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Results & Analysis (Document Retrieval)
Model

Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>10%)
OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 70.20 – – – – – – –
KM 88.86 44.90 83.30 58.35 60.15 23.89 60.15 34.20

KM + Pageview 91.98 45.90 87.98 60.32 85.61 29.32 85.61 43.68
KM + TF-IDF 91.63 42.83 87.45 57.50 85.60 28.66 85.60 42.94
KM + dNSMN 92.34 52.70 88.51 66.06 87.93 31.71 87.93 46.61

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.42 52.73 88.63 66.12 88.73 31.90 88.72 46.93

k = 5

FEVER Baseline 77.24 – – – – – – –
KM 90.69 42.61 86.04 56.99 74.34 23.19 74.34 35.36

KM + Pageview 92.69 42.92 89.04 57.92 90.52 24.89 90.52 39.05
KM + TF-IDF 92.38 39.57 88.57 54.70 89.88 23.94 89.88 37.80
KM + dNSMN 92.82 51.04 89.23 64.94 91.33 28.30 91.33 43.21

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.75 51.06 89.13 64.93 91.36 28.38 91.37 43.30

k = 10

Table 1: Performance of different document retrieval methods. k indicates the number of retrieved documents. The last four
columns show results on the difficult subset that includes more than 10% of dev set. dNSMN = document retrieval Neural
Semantic Matching Network. ‘KM’=Keyword Matching.

Method
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>12%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 62.81 – – – – – – –
TF-IDF 83.77 34.16 75.65 47.07 53.01 38.54 51.01 44.63
Max-Pool Enc. 84.08 59.52 76.13 66.81 73.68 54.13 73.68 62.41
sNSMN w/o AS 86.65 69.43 79.98 74.33 68.34 67.82 68.34 68.08

sNSMN w. AS 91.19 36.49 86.79 51.38 81.44 34.56 81.44 48.53

Table 2: Different methods for sentence selection on dev set. ‘Enc.’= Sentence Encoder. The OFEVER column shows Oracle
FEVER Score. The other three columns show the evidence accuracy, recall, and F1, respectively.

the retrieval accuracy on the entire dev set, indicating that
it’s relatively more robust than other methods.

Sentence Selection Results Similar to the document re-
trieval setup, we evaluate the sentence selection performance
on both the entire dev set and a difficult subset. The diffi-
cult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting ex-
amples in which the number of word-overlap between the
claim and the ground truth evidence is below 2 and thus re-
quires higher semantic understanding. Neural networks with
better lexical representations are intuitively more robust at
selecting semantically related sentences than term weight-
ing based methods. This fact is reflected in Table 2, where
although TF-IDF and the Max-pool Sentence Encoder ob-
tain similar oracle FEVER scores (83.77% and 84.08%)
and evidence recall (75.65% and 76.13%), the latter could
achieve a much higher score for all metrics on the difficult
subset. Note that for the entire dev set, the oracle score of
the normally-trained (without annealed sampling) sNSMN
(86.65%) is higher than that of the Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (84.08%) but on the difficult set, the sNSMN obtains
a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with

a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our final model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 3. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and
the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Performance of different document retrieval methods.

K indicates the number of retrieved documents.
Difficult subset is built by choosing examples with least one evidence contained 
in the “disambiguative” document.

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018]
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Results & Analysis (Document Retrieval)
Model

Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>10%)
OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 70.20 – – – – – – –
KM 88.86 44.90 83.30 58.35 60.15 23.89 60.15 34.20

KM + Pageview 91.98 45.90 87.98 60.32 85.61 29.32 85.61 43.68
KM + TF-IDF 91.63 42.83 87.45 57.50 85.60 28.66 85.60 42.94
KM + dNSMN 92.34 52.70 88.51 66.06 87.93 31.71 87.93 46.61

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.42 52.73 88.63 66.12 88.73 31.90 88.72 46.93

k = 5

FEVER Baseline 77.24 – – – – – – –
KM 90.69 42.61 86.04 56.99 74.34 23.19 74.34 35.36

KM + Pageview 92.69 42.92 89.04 57.92 90.52 24.89 90.52 39.05
KM + TF-IDF 92.38 39.57 88.57 54.70 89.88 23.94 89.88 37.80
KM + dNSMN 92.82 51.04 89.23 64.94 91.33 28.30 91.33 43.21

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.75 51.06 89.13 64.93 91.36 28.38 91.37 43.30

k = 10

Table 1: Performance of different document retrieval methods. k indicates the number of retrieved documents. The last four
columns show results on the difficult subset that includes more than 10% of dev set. dNSMN = document retrieval Neural
Semantic Matching Network. ‘KM’=Keyword Matching.

Method
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>12%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 62.81 – – – – – – –
TF-IDF 83.77 34.16 75.65 47.07 53.01 38.54 51.01 44.63
Max-Pool Enc. 84.08 59.52 76.13 66.81 73.68 54.13 73.68 62.41
sNSMN w/o AS 86.65 69.43 79.98 74.33 68.34 67.82 68.34 68.08

sNSMN w. AS 91.19 36.49 86.79 51.38 81.44 34.56 81.44 48.53

Table 2: Different methods for sentence selection on dev set. ‘Enc.’= Sentence Encoder. The OFEVER column shows Oracle
FEVER Score. The other three columns show the evidence accuracy, recall, and F1, respectively.

the retrieval accuracy on the entire dev set, indicating that
it’s relatively more robust than other methods.

Sentence Selection Results Similar to the document re-
trieval setup, we evaluate the sentence selection performance
on both the entire dev set and a difficult subset. The diffi-
cult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting ex-
amples in which the number of word-overlap between the
claim and the ground truth evidence is below 2 and thus re-
quires higher semantic understanding. Neural networks with
better lexical representations are intuitively more robust at
selecting semantically related sentences than term weight-
ing based methods. This fact is reflected in Table 2, where
although TF-IDF and the Max-pool Sentence Encoder ob-
tain similar oracle FEVER scores (83.77% and 84.08%)
and evidence recall (75.65% and 76.13%), the latter could
achieve a much higher score for all metrics on the difficult
subset. Note that for the entire dev set, the oracle score of
the normally-trained (without annealed sampling) sNSMN
(86.65%) is higher than that of the Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (84.08%) but on the difficult set, the sNSMN obtains
a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with

a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our final model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 3. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and
the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Performance of different document retrieval methods.

K indicates the number of retrieved documents.
Difficult subset is built by choosing examples with least one evidence contained 
in the “disambiguative” document.
dNSMN gives the best and most discriminative sorting performance (better than Pageview).

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018]
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Results & Analysis (Sentence Selection)

Model
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>10%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 70.20 – – – – – – –
KM 88.86 44.90 83.30 58.35 60.15 23.89 60.15 34.20

KM + Pageview 91.98 45.90 87.98 60.32 85.61 29.32 85.61 43.68
KM + TF-IDF 91.63 42.83 87.45 57.50 85.60 28.66 85.60 42.94
KM + dNSMN 92.34 52.70 88.51 66.06 87.93 31.71 87.93 46.61

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.42 52.73 88.63 66.12 88.73 31.90 88.72 46.93

k = 5

FEVER Baseline 77.24 – – – – – – –
KM 90.69 42.61 86.04 56.99 74.34 23.19 74.34 35.36

KM + Pageview 92.69 42.92 89.04 57.92 90.52 24.89 90.52 39.05
KM + TF-IDF 92.38 39.57 88.57 54.70 89.88 23.94 89.88 37.80
KM + dNSMN 92.82 51.04 89.23 64.94 91.33 28.30 91.33 43.21

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.75 51.06 89.13 64.93 91.36 28.38 91.37 43.30

k = 10

Table 1: Performance of different document retrieval methods. k indicates the number of retrieved documents. The last four
columns show results on the difficult subset that includes more than 10% of dev set. dNSMN = document retrieval Neural
Semantic Matching Network. ‘KM’=Keyword Matching.

Method
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>12%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 62.81 – – – – – – –
TF-IDF 83.77 34.16 75.65 47.07 53.01 38.54 51.01 44.63
Max-Pool Enc. 84.08 59.52 76.13 66.81 73.68 54.13 73.68 62.41
sNSMN w/o AS 86.65 69.43 79.98 74.33 68.34 67.82 68.34 68.08

sNSMN w. AS 91.19 36.49 86.79 51.38 81.44 34.56 81.44 48.53

Table 2: Different methods for sentence selection on dev set. ‘Enc.’= Sentence Encoder. The OFEVER column shows Oracle
FEVER Score. The other three columns show the evidence accuracy, recall, and F1, respectively.

the retrieval accuracy on the entire dev set, indicating that
it’s relatively more robust than other methods.

Sentence Selection Results Similar to the document re-
trieval setup, we evaluate the sentence selection performance
on both the entire dev set and a difficult subset. The diffi-
cult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting ex-
amples in which the number of word-overlap between the
claim and the ground truth evidence is below 2 and thus re-
quires higher semantic understanding. Neural networks with
better lexical representations are intuitively more robust at
selecting semantically related sentences than term weight-
ing based methods. This fact is reflected in Table 2, where
although TF-IDF and the Max-pool Sentence Encoder ob-
tain similar oracle FEVER scores (83.77% and 84.08%)
and evidence recall (75.65% and 76.13%), the latter could
achieve a much higher score for all metrics on the difficult
subset. Note that for the entire dev set, the oracle score of
the normally-trained (without annealed sampling) sNSMN
(86.65%) is higher than that of the Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (84.08%) but on the difficult set, the sNSMN obtains
a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with

a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our final model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 3. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and
the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Different methods for sentence selection on dev set.

Difficult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting examples in which the number of word-overlap 
between the claim and the ground truth evidence is below.

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018] [Conneau et al, EMNLP 2017]
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Results & Analysis (Sentence Selection)

Model
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>10%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 70.20 – – – – – – –
KM 88.86 44.90 83.30 58.35 60.15 23.89 60.15 34.20

KM + Pageview 91.98 45.90 87.98 60.32 85.61 29.32 85.61 43.68
KM + TF-IDF 91.63 42.83 87.45 57.50 85.60 28.66 85.60 42.94
KM + dNSMN 92.34 52.70 88.51 66.06 87.93 31.71 87.93 46.61

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.42 52.73 88.63 66.12 88.73 31.90 88.72 46.93

k = 5

FEVER Baseline 77.24 – – – – – – –
KM 90.69 42.61 86.04 56.99 74.34 23.19 74.34 35.36

KM + Pageview 92.69 42.92 89.04 57.92 90.52 24.89 90.52 39.05
KM + TF-IDF 92.38 39.57 88.57 54.70 89.88 23.94 89.88 37.80
KM + dNSMN 92.82 51.04 89.23 64.94 91.33 28.30 91.33 43.21

KM + Pageview + dNSMN 92.75 51.06 89.13 64.93 91.36 28.38 91.37 43.30

k = 10

Table 1: Performance of different document retrieval methods. k indicates the number of retrieved documents. The last four
columns show results on the difficult subset that includes more than 10% of dev set. dNSMN = document retrieval Neural
Semantic Matching Network. ‘KM’=Keyword Matching.

Method
Entire Dev Set Difficult Subset (>12%)

OFEVER Acc. Recall F1 OFEVER Acc. Recall F1

FEVER Baseline 62.81 – – – – – – –
TF-IDF 83.77 34.16 75.65 47.07 53.01 38.54 51.01 44.63
Max-Pool Enc. 84.08 59.52 76.13 66.81 73.68 54.13 73.68 62.41
sNSMN w/o AS 86.65 69.43 79.98 74.33 68.34 67.82 68.34 68.08

sNSMN w. AS 91.19 36.49 86.79 51.38 81.44 34.56 81.44 48.53

Table 2: Different methods for sentence selection on dev set. ‘Enc.’= Sentence Encoder. The OFEVER column shows Oracle
FEVER Score. The other three columns show the evidence accuracy, recall, and F1, respectively.

the retrieval accuracy on the entire dev set, indicating that
it’s relatively more robust than other methods.

Sentence Selection Results Similar to the document re-
trieval setup, we evaluate the sentence selection performance
on both the entire dev set and a difficult subset. The diffi-
cult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting ex-
amples in which the number of word-overlap between the
claim and the ground truth evidence is below 2 and thus re-
quires higher semantic understanding. Neural networks with
better lexical representations are intuitively more robust at
selecting semantically related sentences than term weight-
ing based methods. This fact is reflected in Table 2, where
although TF-IDF and the Max-pool Sentence Encoder ob-
tain similar oracle FEVER scores (83.77% and 84.08%)
and evidence recall (75.65% and 76.13%), the latter could
achieve a much higher score for all metrics on the difficult
subset. Note that for the entire dev set, the oracle score of
the normally-trained (without annealed sampling) sNSMN
(86.65%) is higher than that of the Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (84.08%) but on the difficult set, the sNSMN obtains
a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with

a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our final model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 3. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and
the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Different methods for sentence selection on dev set.

Difficult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting examples in which the number of word-overlap 
between the claim and the ground truth evidence is below.

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018] [Conneau et al, EMNLP 2017]
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Results & Analysis (Sentence Selection)
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Table 1: Performance of different document retrieval methods. k indicates the number of retrieved documents. The last four
columns show results on the difficult subset that includes more than 10% of dev set. dNSMN = document retrieval Neural
Semantic Matching Network. ‘KM’=Keyword Matching.
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sNSMN w/o AS 86.65 69.43 79.98 74.33 68.34 67.82 68.34 68.08

sNSMN w. AS 91.19 36.49 86.79 51.38 81.44 34.56 81.44 48.53

Table 2: Different methods for sentence selection on dev set. ‘Enc.’= Sentence Encoder. The OFEVER column shows Oracle
FEVER Score. The other three columns show the evidence accuracy, recall, and F1, respectively.

the retrieval accuracy on the entire dev set, indicating that
it’s relatively more robust than other methods.

Sentence Selection Results Similar to the document re-
trieval setup, we evaluate the sentence selection performance
on both the entire dev set and a difficult subset. The diffi-
cult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting ex-
amples in which the number of word-overlap between the
claim and the ground truth evidence is below 2 and thus re-
quires higher semantic understanding. Neural networks with
better lexical representations are intuitively more robust at
selecting semantically related sentences than term weight-
ing based methods. This fact is reflected in Table 2, where
although TF-IDF and the Max-pool Sentence Encoder ob-
tain similar oracle FEVER scores (83.77% and 84.08%)
and evidence recall (75.65% and 76.13%), the latter could
achieve a much higher score for all metrics on the difficult
subset. Note that for the entire dev set, the oracle score of
the normally-trained (without annealed sampling) sNSMN
(86.65%) is higher than that of the Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (84.08%) but on the difficult set, the sNSMN obtains
a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with

a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our final model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 3. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and
the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Different methods for sentence selection on dev set.

Difficult subset for sentence selection is built by selecting examples in which the number of word-overlap 
between the claim and the ground truth evidence is below.

[Thorne et al, NAACL 2018] [Conneau et al, EMNLP 2017]
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Results & Analysis (Claim Verification)

Model FEVER LA F1
S/R/NEI

Final Model 66.14 69.60 75.7/69.4/63.3

w/o WN and Num 65.37 68.97 74.7/68.0/63.3
w/o SRS (sent) 64.90 69.07 74.5/70.7/60.7
w. SRS (doc) 66.05 69.69 75.6/70.0/62.8
Vanilla ESIM 65.07 68.63 73.9/68.1/63.0
Data from sNSMN

Final Model 62.48 67.23 72.6/70.4/56.3
Data from TF-IDF

Table 3: Ablation study for verification (vNSMN).
‘WN’=WordNet feature, ‘Num’=number embedding, ‘SRS
(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
label accuracy without considering evidence. The last col-
umn shows F1 score of three labels. All models above line
are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 4: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59

dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50
Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 5: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

Our Model 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 6: Performance of systems on blind test results.

of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.

12http://fever.ai/task.html

Final Model: 
The vNSMN with semantic relatedness score feature 

only from sentence selection.

Observations:
• WordNet and Number Embedding Feature improve 

F1 on `Support’ and `Refute’.

• Upstream Semantic Relatedness Score Feature 

improves F1 on `Not Enough Info’.

• Performance is also sensitive to training data.

[Chen et al, ACL 2017]
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Results & Analysis (Claim Verification)

Model FEVER LA F1
S/R/NEI

Final Model 66.14 69.60 75.7/69.4/63.3

w/o WN and Num 65.37 68.97 74.7/68.0/63.3
w/o SRS (sent) 64.90 69.07 74.5/70.7/60.7
w. SRS (doc) 66.05 69.69 75.6/70.0/62.8
Vanilla ESIM 65.07 68.63 73.9/68.1/63.0
Data from sNSMN

Final Model 62.48 67.23 72.6/70.4/56.3
Data from TF-IDF

Table 3: Ablation study for verification (vNSMN).
‘WN’=WordNet feature, ‘Num’=number embedding, ‘SRS
(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
label accuracy without considering evidence. The last col-
umn shows F1 score of three labels. All models above line
are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 4: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59

dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50
Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 5: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

Our Model 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 6: Performance of systems on blind test results.

of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.

12http://fever.ai/task.html
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Results & Analysis (Claim Verification)
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(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
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are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.
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relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER
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of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.
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Results & Analysis (Claim Verification)
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(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
label accuracy without considering evidence. The last col-
umn shows F1 score of three labels. All models above line
are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 4: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59

dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50
Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 5: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

Our Model 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 6: Performance of systems on blind test results.

of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.

12http://fever.ai/task.html

Final Model: 
The vNSMN with semantic relatedness score feature 
only from sentence selection.

Observations:
• WordNet and Number Embedding Feature improve 

F1 on `Support’ and `Refute’.

• Upstream Semantic Relatedness Score Feature 
improves F1 on `Not Enough Info’.

• Performance is also sensitive to training data.

[Chen et al, ACL 2017]
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Results & Analysis (Noise Tolerance)

Model FEVER LA F1
S/R/NEI

Final Model 66.14 69.60 75.7/69.4/63.3

w/o WN and Num 65.37 68.97 74.7/68.0/63.3
w/o SRS (sent) 64.90 69.07 74.5/70.7/60.7
w. SRS (doc) 66.05 69.69 75.6/70.0/62.8
Vanilla ESIM 65.07 68.63 73.9/68.1/63.0
Data from sNSMN

Final Model 62.48 67.23 72.6/70.4/56.3
Data from TF-IDF

Table 3: Ablation study for verification (vNSMN).
‘WN’=WordNet feature, ‘Num’=number embedding, ‘SRS
(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
label accuracy without considering evidence. The last col-
umn shows F1 score of three labels. All models above line
are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 4: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59

dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50
Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 5: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

Our Model 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 6: Performance of systems on blind test results.

of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.

12http://fever.ai/task.html

Dev set results for claim verification on data with different degrees of noise.

The findings encourage our usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection training and 
providing high evidence recall for the final fact verification model.
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Results & Analysis (Final Combination)

Model FEVER LA F1
S/R/NEI

Final Model 66.14 69.60 75.7/69.4/63.3

w/o WN and Num 65.37 68.97 74.7/68.0/63.3
w/o SRS (sent) 64.90 69.07 74.5/70.7/60.7
w. SRS (doc) 66.05 69.69 75.6/70.0/62.8
Vanilla ESIM 65.07 68.63 73.9/68.1/63.0
Data from sNSMN

Final Model 62.48 67.23 72.6/70.4/56.3
Data from TF-IDF

Table 3: Ablation study for verification (vNSMN).
‘WN’=WordNet feature, ‘Num’=number embedding, ‘SRS
(sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’ = Semantic Relatedness Score from
document retrieval and sentence selection modules. FEVER

column shows strict FEVER score and LA column shows
label accuracy without considering evidence. The last col-
umn shows F1 score of three labels. All models above line
are trained with sentences selected from sNSMN for non-
verifiable examples, while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 4: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59

dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50
Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 5: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

Our Model 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 6: Performance of systems on blind test results.

of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 4, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
the vNSMN is immune to noise. The findings encourage our
usage of annealed sampling during sentence selection train-
ing and providing high recall evidence for the final fact ver-
ification model. We set threshold to 0.05 for sentence.

Combination Evaluation Since the KM + dNSMN and
KM + Pageview + dNSMN setups get similar results on doc-
ument retrieval (see Table 1), we also compare their final
FEVER results using the best downstream model (see Table
5). Based on these dev FEVER results, we choose our final
model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind
test evaluation (though the non-Pageview neural-only model
is still comparable).

Final Result In Table 6, we include blind test results
of our final system together with the top 3 results on the
FEVER Shared Task leaderboard12. Our proposed system
is able to get comparable results with the 1st-rank system,
achieving the new state-of-the-art on the FEVER dataset.

7 Conclusion

We addressed the fact verification FEVER task via a three-
stage setup of document retrieval, sentence selection, and
claim verification. We develop consistent and joint neural
semantic matching networks for all three subtasks, along
with Pageview, WordNet, and inter-module features, achiev-
ing the state-of-the-art on the task.

12http://fever.ai/task.html

We choose our final model as the combination of Pageview and NSMN for blind test evaluation 
(though the non-Pageview neural-only model is still comparable).
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Leaderboard
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Final Results

Performance of systems on blind test results.

Model FEVER LA F1
S/R/NEI

Final Model 66.14 69.60 75.7/69.4/63.3
w/o WN and Num 65.37 68.97 74.7/68.0/63.3
w/o SRS (sent) 64.90 69.07 74.5/70.7/60.7
w. SRS (doc) 66.05 69.69 75.6/70.0/62.8
Vanilla ESIM 65.07 68.63 73.9/68.1/63.0
Data from sNSMN

Final Model 62.48 67.23 72.6/70.4/56.3
Data from TF-IDF

Table 4: Ablation study for verification (vNSMN).
‘WN’=WordNet feature, ‘Num’=number embedding, ‘Fi-
nal Model’=vNSMN with semantic relatedness score fea-
ture only from sentence selection. ‘SRS (sent)’, ‘SRS (doc)’
= Semantic Relatedness Score from document retrieval and
sentence selection modules. FEVER column shows strict
FEVER score and LA column shows label accuracy with-
out considering evidence. The last column shows F1 score
of three labels. All models above line are trained with sen-
tences selected from sNSMN for non-verifiable examples,
while model below is from TF-IDF.

Threshold FEVER LA Acc. Recall F1

0.5 66.15 69.64 36.50 86.69 51.37
0.3 66.42 69.76 33.17 86.90 48.01
0.1 66.43 69.67 29.83 86.97 44.42

0.05 66.49 69.72 28.64 87.00 43.10

Table 5: Dev set results (before evidence enhancement) for
a vNSMN verifier making inference on data with different
degrees of noise, by filtering with different score thresholds.

a lower recall (68.34%) compared to Max-Pool sentence en-
coder (73.68%). This is due to the fact that the model with
a stronger alignment mechanism will be more strict about
selecting evidence and thus tends to trade accuracy for re-
call. This motivates our usage of annealed sampling in order
to improve evidence recall. Although the annealed sampling
reduces the evidence F1, we will explain later that this im-
provement of recall is important for the final FEVER Score.

Claim Verification Results We also conduct ablation ex-
periments for the vNSMN with the best retrieved evidence11

on the FEVER dev set. Specifically, we choose the vNSMN
with semantic relatedness score feature only from sentence
selection as our Final Model (because it obtains the best re-
sults on FEVER score), and make modifications based on
that model for analyzing different add-ons. The results are
included in Table 4. First of all, we see that WordNet features
(WN) and number embedding (Num) is able to increase the
FEVER score, specifically by improving roughly 1 point of
F1 scores on both the “SUPPORTS” (from 74.7 to 75.7) and

11The best retrieved evidence is extracted from our dNSMN and
sNSMN models (trained with annealed sampling).

Combination FEVER

Pageview + dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.59
dNSMN + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.50

Pageview + sNSMN + vNSMN 66.43

Table 6: Performance of different combinations on dev set.

Model F1 LA FEVER

UNC-NLP (our shared task model) 52.96 68.21 64.21
UCL Machine Reading Group 34.97 67.62 62.52
Athene UKP TU Darmstadt 36.97 65.46 61.58

UNC-NLP (our final model) 52.81 68.16 64.23

Table 7: Performance of systems on blind test results.

the “REFUTES” (from 68.0 to 69.4) examples because onto-
logical features from WordNet (e.g., symptoms, antonyms,
and hypernymms) and ordinal numeral features provide dis-
criminative and fine-grained relational information which is
extremely useful for revealing entailment and contradiction
relations. More importantly, by incorporating the semantic
relatedness score from the sNSMN model into the down-
stream vNSMN model, we also observe a 1 point improve-
ment on FEVER score and almost 3 points improvement
on F1 score for “NOT ENOUGH INFO” examples. This ap-
proach can be viewed as combining evidence extraction with
verification, by providing the verifier the degree of trustwor-
thiness for each evidence and helping it recognize subtle
neural relations between evidence and the claim. We also see
that the vNSMN with semantic relatedness score from both
document retrieval and sentence selection modules achieves
comparable (slightly worse) results to the vNSMN with se-
mantic relatedness score from only the sentence selection
module (hence, we use the latter for our final model). Our
intution of this phenomenon is that the document extraction
subtask is two hops away from the claim verification subtask
and hence its annotation supervision is less useful than the
sentence selection subtask which is only one hop away. We
also compare our vNSMN (66.14% on FEVER) with vanilla
ESIM model (65.07% on FEVER) and the results on all met-
ric demonstrate that our architecture is better at modeling
semantic matching. Lastly, we compare the performances
of the same vNSMN with different training data for non-
verifiable examples. The change of training data induce sig-
nificant drops on both FEVER accuracy and F1 for the “Not
Enough Info” example, highlighting the importance of the
quality of upstream training data for neural inference model.

Noise Tolerance of vNSMN We evaluate the robustness
of the vNSMN to noisy evidence during inference by setting
different probability thresholds for filtering upstream evi-
dence where the default 2-way softmax classification thresh-
old is 0.5. By reducing this value, we are allowing less con-
fident evidence to be selected for downstream vNSMN. In
Table 5, we can see that the overall FEVER score is slightly
increasing with the decrease of the threshold, indicating that
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Example

Claim: The ruins of the ancient roman town of Herculaneum lie near Naples .
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Example

Claim: The ruins of the ancient roman town of Herculaneum lie near Naples .
(Multiple evidences extracted from different sources)
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Example

Claim: The ruins of the ancient roman town of Herculaneum lie near Naples.
Evidence: 
Located in the shadow of Mount Vesuvius, Herculaneum (Italian: Ercolano) 
was an ancient Roman town destroyed by volcanic pyroclastic flows in 79 AD.
Naples' historic city centre is the largest in Europe and a UNESCO World 
Heritage Site, with a wide range of culturally and historically significant sites 
nearby, including the Palace of Caserta and the Roman ruins 
of Pompeii and Herculaneum.

Prediction: Support

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mount_Vesuvius
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Italian_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Roman_Empire
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Volcano
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pyroclastic_flow
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Heritage_Site
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palace_of_Caserta
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pompeii
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Herculaneum
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